2K RUN ROUTE

KIDS: 8:30 AM START
SENIORS: 9:15 AM START

- The route consists of 5 laps of the track
- To track laps, a tally worker on the INSIDE of the track will hand runners a lap indicator after each lap
- After the 5th lap (4 lap indicators), the runners will exit through the cones on the OUTSIDE of the track
- Strollers are not permitted on the track
- We encourage parents to cheer from the bleachers
- Parents cheering on young children may stand on the grass on the inside of the track. However, please do not get in the way of volunteers handing out tally sticks (lap indicators)

Kids Fun Run winner medals and prizes will be presented by the track, immediately following the event

Senior 2K Finish Ribbons will be presented as seniors complete the event

WATER, SNACKS, & KIDS’ GOODIE BAGS